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BEFORE THE MAHARASHTRA REAL ESTATE
APPELLATE TRIBUNAL, MUMBAI

In
Aooeal No. AT006000000010401

Shahaji Baba Javir

303 Mitra Nivas

Shrirang CHS,

Thane (W)

)

)

)

) .. Petitioner

Versus

Asha Devi Mall

564 Lodha Heavan

Dombivali(East) Respondent

CORAM

ORDER (PER : INDIRA JAIN. J)

Heard Learned Counsel for Review Petitioner and the authorised

representative of Respondent. Perused record.

2. By this application, Promoter/Respondent in Appeal No.

AT006000000010401 is seeking review of the order dated 12th December,

2018 passed in the appeal by the Learned Predecessor of this Tribunal on

the sole ground that Non-Applicant/Appellant suppressed page no.3, the

only hand written page of notice dated 03.12.2009 and obtained the

favourable order.
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3. Referring to the notice dated 03.12.2009 Learned Counsel for

Applicant submits that power of review may not be express in The Real

Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016 (hereinafter referred to

as "the Act" in short) but under Section 39 of the said Act order can be

rectified if mistake is apparent from the record. Learned Counsel

submitted that after judgement dated 12.12.2018 petitioner came to know

that notice dated 03.12.2009 is containing four pages and page nos. 1,2

& 4 though typewritten, page 3 was handwritten and was deliberately

suppressed by Appellant. According to Petitioner, third page of notice if

read carefully would clearly indicate that Appellant was ready to pay

balance amount within seven days from the date of receipt of notice but

failed to pay the said amount which was condition precedent of contract

between the paffes. lt is contended that suppression of the third page by

Appellant had adversely affected the Petitioner for no fault on his part.

The Petitioner submits that Tribunal would have arrived at a different

conclusion if Appellant would not have suppressed the third page of

Notice.

4. The authorised representative of Non-Applicant seriously objects

the Review Petition and submits that there is no provision in the Act of

2016 to review the order or judgement. lt is contended that Promoter

intentionally filed the petition just to delay the Execution Application taken

out by Appellant. Referring to paragraph 6 of the order dated 12.12.2018,

Appellant tried to demonstrate that notice dated 03.12.2009 was

immediately tendered before the Tribunal soon learned Counsel for

Promoter made the statement that notice was a blank notice. lt is
contended that all the facts were placed before the Tribunal before the

conclusion was arrived at and Appellant never suppressed page 3 of

notice dated 03.12.2009 as alleged by Petitioner. Appellant urged to

dismiss the application with exemplary costs.
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5. Needless to state that the Act of 2016 is silent about the powers of

Review. Section 39 deals with rectification of orders' For ready

reference the same is reproduced here as under :

*39. Rectification of orders

The Authority may, at any time within a period of two years

from the date of the orders made under this Act, with a view

to rectifying any mistake apparent from the record, amend

any order passed by it, and shall make such amendment, if
the mistake is brought to its notice by the parties.

Provided that no such amendment shall be made in respect

of any order against which an appeal has been preferred

under this Act;

Provided further that the Authority shall not, while rectifying

any mistake apparent from record' amend substantive part

of its order passed under the provisions of this Act."

6. From the close reading of Section 39 of the Act, it can be seen

that Authority may at any time within a period of two years from the date

of passing order rectify any mistake apparent from the record in case

mistake is brought to the notice by the parties or suo moto noticed by the

Authority. So far as the powers of Tribunal are concerned, Section 53

specifies that Tribunal shall not be bound by the procedure laid down by

the Code of Civil Procedure but shall be guided by the principles of

natural justice and subject to the provisions of the Act shall have power to

regulate its own procedure. Further Section 88 of the Act of 2016

specifically provides that provisions of the Act shall be in addition to, and

not in derogation of the provisions of any other law for the time being in

force. ln view of Section 88 0f the Act, Order XLVII of the code of civil

Procedure relating to Review may come to assistance and even as per

order XLVII an error which is not self evident and has to be detected by a

process of reasoning can hardly be said to be an error apparent on the

face of record justifying the exercise of power of Review. Moreover there

is a clear distinction between an erroneous decision and an error
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apparent on the face of record. The first can be corrected by the higher

forum and the latter only by exercise of Review jurisdiction. lt is a settled

law that Review Petition has a limited purpose and cannot be allowed to

be an appeal in disguise.

7. ln the case on hand, the only ground on which review is sought is,

handwritten page no.3 of the notice dated 03.12.2009 was suppressed by

Appellant. On perusa! of paragraph 6 of the order dated 12.12.2018, we

do not find substance in the submission of Learned Counsel for petitioner

as original notice was tendered by Appellant before the Tribunal for

perusal. Even otherwise, considering definitive limits to the exercise of

power of review, we do not find force in the grievance of Petitioner that

there is a mistake apparent on the face of the record. Petition therefore

deserves to be dismissed being devoid of merits.

8. Review petition stands dismissed. No costs

N
v

(rNDrR{JAIN J.)

ed.
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